
Learn French With Song Lyrics 

 

Shake shake shake 

Shake your booty… 

…is exactly what you want to do after listening to a song you particularly 

like, don't you? 

Bopping your head, tapping your feet, swinging your hips, and doing a 

little shimmy around the room–this is only part of the response you have 

to music. 

 

Now imagine your reaction when I told you, you could even learn 

languages with music. 

I know, I know, this is old news, so why am I extolling the virtues of 

listening to music while studying languages again? 



There are extremely sound reasons people recommend it: 

Reason 1: Unless you are made of stone, there is definitely some kind of 

music that appeals to you. 

Reason 2: It is very different from a textbook. That very 'differentness' 

makes learning fun, and bolsters your recollection of various words. 

Reason 3: There's no hesitation or self-consciousness if you make a 

mistake.  

To help you on your language learning journey, I have compiled a list of 

songs which (I think) are perfect for language learners, across levels. (For 

more information on the 'levels' of a language, read this post.)  

For Beginners: 

Indila: Dernière Danse 

One of the singer’s first singles, this song is must-listen on similar 

language learning lists everywhere, mainly because it has a tremendously 

catchy (and slow) beat, and because Indila’s melodious voice clearly 

enunciates each syllable (which, if you hear a French accent, you’d know 

was unusual!). 

Sample This: Dans tout paris, je m’abandonne 

Et je m'envole, vole, vole, vole, vole 

Why I recommend this: Indila’s clear enunciation makes it fairly easy to 

get the pronunciation right. Bonus; the chorus is repetitive, ensuring you 

won’t have to constantly scramble to identify new words. 

 

Khaled: Aicha 

If you can ignore the fact that the singer, without any warning 

whatsoever, switches to Arabic near the end, this song is absolutely 

perfect for beginners. The singer serenades his beloved 'Aicha', begging 

her to notice him, love him. The song is also supported by a beat that is 

very easy on the ears. 

Sample This: Aicha, Aicha, écoute-moi 

Aicha, Aicha, t'en va pas 

https://albertlearningstoryblog.wordpress.com/2018/06/26/from-beginner-to-advanced/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K5KAc5CoCuk
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Aicha, Aicha, regarde-moi 

Aicha, Aicha, réponds-moi 

Why I recommend it: Understanding pronouns (pronoms in French) like 

'moi', 'toi' and their conjugations, along with 'Aicha's' responses make this 

song (translated into English): 

Elle m'a dit: "Garde tes tresors, 

moi je vaux mieux que tout ça 

Des barreaux sont des barreaux, même en or 

Je veux les mêmes droits que toi 

(She says to me: Keep your treasures 

I'm worth more than all that 

Bars are bars, even if made of gold 

I want the same rights as you) 

 

For Intermediate Learners: 

Joyce Jonathan: Ça Ira 

Its quick beat (and rapid-fire lyrics) keep it from being in the same 

beginner level as Indila's song, but the harmoniously sung chorus could 

belong to either level. 

Sample This: Pardonne moi mes doutes et mes colères 

Le temps fera l'affaire 

Et toi et moi 

Oh ça ira 

Why I recommend it: Learn the French versions of idioms like 'Time will 

do the trick' (Le temps fera l'affaire), two meanings of the phrase 'Moi je 

me dis que c'est toi/Et je me dis que c'est toi', meaning 'I tell myself that 

it's you/And I tell myself you're the one', alongside conjugations of 

irregular French verbs (savoir, which means to know: ‘Je sais que tu y 

crois'). 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TxWLybPwBzs


Stromae: Papaoutai 

A child wondering where his father has gone (Papaoutai is actually 'Papa 

où t'es?' which means "Where are you Dad?') set to a lively dance beat is 

sure to mess with your head, and yet, this song makes my list every 

time. Why? Well, 

Sample This: Où est ton papa? 

Dis-moi où est ton papa? 

Sans même devoir lui parler 

Il sait ce qui ne va pas 

Why I recommend it: Interrogation (Dis-moi où es-tu caché?- Tell me 

where are you hiding?), future simple interrogative sentences (Serons-

nous détestables?- Will we be hated?), and parts of the body (pouce 

meaning 'thumb', doigts meaning 'fingers'...) are just some of the things 

you will learn by listening to these lyrics. 

 

For Advanced Learners: 

Mika: Elle Me Dit 

With an instantly upbeat and uplifting tune, this song is a winner already. 

Mix in lyrics that tell you to 'dance, dance, dance', and I’m betting anyone 

listening will be a happy camper. 

Sample This: Elle me dit 

Pourquoi tu te plains tout le temps ? 

On dirait que t’as 8 ans 

C’est pas comme ça que tu vas m’plaire 

Why I recommend it: Learn informal terms for your (ta), me (me-said as 

'm-u-h'), and revise the future tense (Un jour tu comprendras-One day 

you’ll understand), while dancing along to Mika's energetic and peppy 

song. 

 

Shy’m: Si Tu Savais 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oiKj0Z_Xnjc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NiHWwKC8WjU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RkuGokN1AF8


When Shy'm (real name Tamara Marthe) released her single 'Si tu savais', 

little did she know that it would be her most popular song yet, sitting 

pretty at #2 on the French singles chart. Certainly rhythmic, this R&B/pop 

song's lyrics will raise your vocabulary up a notch with words like 'gravure 

marquée' meaning 'engraving art', 'gâcher' meaning 'mess'. 

Sample This: Oh ton regard sur moi qui se pose et m'entraîne 

Sur ton doux visage je devine les mots, les poèmes 

Why I recommend it: The song title is a dead giveaway of the fact that it 

contains conditionals ('Si' meaning 'if'). You can also revise how to create 

(and pronounce) negative sentences like 'Et pas besoin de parler, tout 

est écrit dans nos yeux' translating to 'And there's no need to talk, 

everything's written in our eyes'. 

 

Hint: You can turn on subtitles on YouTube if you absolutely cannot decipher the 

lyrics. Be careful, however, as subtitles will appear in whichever language you 

have selected as default. 

*All YouTube song links are copyright, and aren’t owned by me. You can also listen to these songs 

on Spotify, iTunes, and other music apps. 

Which song did you prefer for learning French? Have any more song 

suggestions? Write to us. 
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